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RHETORIC AS REA.LITY CONS TRUCTI CN

This essay provides a preliminary analytic development of a "new"

philosophy of Rhetoric. Tne focal concern of this philosophy is social

reality. Social reality_is ccnsidered a rhetorical prodiAct.
1

Rhetorical

stady seeks to understand and explain the creationl-maintenance and trans-

formati* of social reality. Any communication:process whiCh contributes

to these prpcesses is a legitimate area for rhetorical study.
2

This essay

will explain rhetorical reality construction with reference to the activity

of the human mind which provides for the invention of symbolic constructions

of reality, prizsary sociaaization as a rhetorical process which tends to

maintain prevailing reality cosstructions, subsequent communicative inter-
\

actions (secondary socialization) which perfom the rhetorical functions of

reinforcingor malifzials the\effects of primary socialization, language

and universes of discourse, whiCh,as the ultimate rhetorigal_pulai, con-

stitute the symbolic matrix that gaurna_human action within a societ$.

I \\
\,

SyMbolization is the process by which the47nan mind forms symbolic

\\
reality constructs. It is the ultimate point of wigin for rhetorical

invention.. It mediates our relationship to physical -agidNsocial reality.
\\

FuLdamentally, the mind is "symbolicallz_Etlye in the ccns..6.uct1on of

all its universes of perception and discourse."3 Because of this4,"the

world as we know it is a construction . . . to which the mind contrites

as much bi\its moulding forms as the thing Contributes by its stimuli."4\
-

The mind creates a symbolic construction of reality.

3



While the mini is necessarily symbolically active, variation is

possible in reality construction. One need pake only the most casual in-
.

spection of societies and cultures to witness am enormous variation in

language, custom, dress, architecture, norms, attitudes and values. There

are multiple social realities; all creations of the human mind and humsn

interactions; all capable of transformation.

Thee is social relativity of knowledge or of what is,taken-to-

be "known" within various societies, _The primitive and the modern live in

different conceptual worlds. What is taken as "real" is socially defined.

People will behave according to the reality constructions they hold. In

a sense,

Neither the Voudun_gods nor libidinal energy may exist
outside the world defined in their respective social
contexts.c -But in these contexts, they do exist by
virtue of social definition and are intatnalized as
realities in the.ceurse of socializetion. Rural
RaitanS are poseeseed, ahd.New 'York intellectuals are
neurotic. Possession and neurosis are thus constituents ,
of both objective mut sUbjective reality ln these'contexts.,

Thus, even neurosis and possession may be regarded as sydbolically scripted

behaviors.,

. The nature:of human knowledge and social teality are inescapably

symbolic and ultimately dependent on the powers of the human mind. Our

knowledge of social reality is coded and communiCated in.vatious eymbolio

forms. Oar symbolic Conetructione may accurately or inaccurately map

physical reality as it ekiste independent of humen conceptualization, but

they provide the structure which allows the existence and creation of

social reality. Rheterically, the question of how symbols (especially

4
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language) create and sustain order in social relations is of fundamental

significance since "there is no necessary relationship betWeen men imposed

on them by blind nature. To_the social and political and economic forms

of relationship by which msn live, there Would seem to be no end."6 Thus,

the question is tantamount to how is order created from chaos.

Sociologist Burkhart Holzner suggests that social reality is the

result of the "constructive stabilization of the fluent interactive process."7

It is through symbolization 'that the constructs which stabilize the fluent

interactive process are formed. And it is through communication that,

broadly shared gystems of symbolization, such as language, which are re-

sistant to idiosyncrtic change, aiue-Stabilized. That is to say that

within a given language community:an individual will be pressured to

communicate according to the range of stabilized meanings of his language.

The rhetorical operation of languages which through human,thought and

action creates and stabilizes social realitys is complex in that the

operation of single terms is dependent an their place inlarger systems of

symbolism which have been termed universes of discourse. Ultimately, "the

symbolic universe is conceived of as the matrix of all socially objectivated

and subjectively real meanings, Vie entire historic society and the entire

biography of the individUal are seen as events-taking place within this
,

-universe."8 In theOry "the syMbolic universe provides a Comprehensive

integration of all discrete institutional processes. The entire sodiety

makes sense. ?articular inititutions and roles:are legitimated by locating
..-

them in a comprehensively meaningful world."9 A society-is an empirical

'manifestation of a universe of discourse and may be understood.in terme of

-3-
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its universe of discourse.

The universe of discourse may be viewed as "A system-of relevances

and typifications . ..part of the social heritage . . . it functions as

both a scheme of interpretation and as a seheme of orientation for each-

medber of the in-group."10 That suCh a system can be shared is significant

in-thatdt facilitates social interaction. Though "interaction is always a

tentative process, a process of continuously testing the conception one

has of the role of the other,"11 a Shared system of role constructions_and

expeCtations provide one_"with the option of responding to that classifica-
,

,

tion rather than,the attributes of the individual.02 5

Up to this point, universes of discourse have been discussed in a

highly general manner. Spacewill-not allow a fall explication of the

Concept, yet greater,specificity.Can be provided with reference to a

particular document in American history whidh can be considered a sector

of the prevailing uriiverse of discourse of our society. That document is

the Constitutionof the United States Of America. At Kenneth Burke points

outla constitution,sets up an "environment for future acts."
13

The
.

Constitation of the United States is the syMbolic matrix which provides

for the eStablishment of a political system. The Constitution*acts as an

ideology. lihat is as "a limited aspect of the interpretive order of

faiths and beliefs, nameLv, those reality constracts.and values which serve

. 'to.legitimate the-claims 'for power and prestige and the activities of group

and their,members."14. It is in this manner that the U.S. Constitution
o

fUnctions.Note that.

National identification in American was achieved 1*
the:adoption of abstract, Universal ideas . . . The ,permenent
inflUence of this systeM of ideas and values on the courSe of,
American historythe fixation of an ideological attitudewas

-4-
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dae tc the fact that the American people considered themselves
a new kind-of society. The very existence of the nation was
bound up with the maintenance of those princip/es of social
and political organization.15

The statement of these Huniversal ideasH is contained in the Declaration

of Independence and the Constitution. But it is the Constitution which

creates the political structure of the nation! The Constitution provides

the ideology which creates roles and processes; President, Vice-President,

Senator, Representative, Supreme Court Justice, election, veto, impeach-

_ ment; the Constitution defines rights and delegates responsibilities. Its

rhetoric provides the basic direction of and justification for the Aaerican

government.

III

In order to exist, a society faces the rhetorical task of maintaining

a certain order of social reality against the competition of alternatives.

This means coccretely that "every society must discipline its members;

persuading them to observe the accepted forms and dissuading them from

pursuing conflicting objectives."
16

The task of reality maintenance is

necessary since Ha culture can function efficiently only if there is order

and predictability in social life. lie must know, within reasonable limits,

what behavior to expect from others, what they expect from us, and what kind

of society our children should be prepared to live in.
u17

In upholding a

pattern of social lire, a society is engaged in the process of social

control. The primary modality of social control is the socialization

process. Social reality is reflexive, and new members are socialized in

tarns of the existing realities of their time. Thus they tend to view

7
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their social reality simply as "the way it is." Indeed, 'the individual

must become psydhologically organized in a socialization process."
18

New

members of a community will be expected to learn "the way it is" and act

accordingly.

Social reality, though created and stabilized by human symbolic inter-

action, has an empirically observable existence. Parts of social reality

confront the individual in their empirical manifeStations. Social institu-

tions, such as Churches, governments, the police or armed forces are

observable in their existence and ftnction. Though such institutions are

dependent on social supports for their continuing existence, they are

minimally effected by the solitary individual. For the individual cannot

simply wish them away; as long as others support the institution, its

external existence is persistent. Mbreover, these institutions exercise

a coercive power on the individual "by the sheer force of their facticity

and through control mechanisms."19 In its objective existence broadly

held, sgcial realities act to force the new members to accept an act in

terms of the rhetorically prevailing reality constructions. As Kenneth.

Burke putsit, "Insofar as the individual mind is a group product, we may

look for the same patterns of relationship between the one and the many in

any historical period."20

. In the socialization process, through which the child learnS "patterns .

of relationship," language is of primary importance. The child must learn

more about language than just vocabulary and grammar. He must learn

rhetorical patterns of language which direct thought and action. These

rhetorical P'atterns provide motivational and interpretive schemes. Thus,

the child might learn that: (I



Brave little boys do not cry.

Brave little'boys are good.

All little boys should be brave.

Little boys are either brave or cowardly.

Frcm these rhetorical equations, the little or who is hurt will attempt to

control -his tears in order to be "brave good." He will regard other

little boys who cry as "cowardly and not good." Those who cry are not

acting as they "should." Without 1 guage molded into stable.rhetorical

patterns, these reactions would b impossible. Only through rhetoric can

men justify or legitimatize the activities. Terms are linked such that

one set of terms is justified/by another. (Thus, "dot crying" in order "to

be good.") In this way, steis of relationship between terms develop.

The patterns of r,Zationship the child learns in socialization is

restricted, since child has no exposure to alternative patterns. He

has no choice as his significant others and "his identification with

them is quasi a tomatic . . . his internalization of their particular

reality is qu si-inevitable."21 The Child does not regard his internalized
;

-reality as articalar or isolated. He regards it as general and universal--

the only1/áxistent or conceivable world. The reality rhetorically,con-

struc in primary socialization is psychologically certain and accomplishes
;

them t important confidence trick society plays on the individual--"to

make ppear as necessity what is, in fact, a bundle of contingencies and,

thus to make meaningfUl the accident of hh- birth."22

ft is through the internalizatinn of rhetorical language patterns in

socialization that social realities are created anew in the minds of the

young and, thus perpetuated. It is these pattern's that posits the order

of/social life. Ultimately, "each socializad pei.son is 1'3:moiety.
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in miriature. Once ha has incorporated'the culture of the group, it be-
/

03Mes his perspective, and he can bring this frame of reference to bear

upon all new situations he enccunters."23 In this view, "society ccnsists
/

of the images which its members/have of it, their beliefs about social-
/

reality, their view of each/other of their roles, or the roles Of their

/ .

partners, their knowledge/of groups, organizations and of institutions
/

tftat have some importande for them. "24
These images are necessarily

wymboliC, ultimately /inguistic and rhetorically coximunicated. Man are

guided in their so ial behavior by language constructions internalized

through social interaction. A social situation 'cannot be understood
7

merely by locating it in space and time,.it must be understood in the

/
terms people apply to it which stabilize its meaning. Men do not act

directly/in response to their environmental situation, rather they react

//
.to what they conceive that situation is or means. This,assignment of

/
meaning is guided by the rhetorically prevailing reality constructions.

Just as reality constructions are internalized in primary socialize-
,

tions, they must be maintained in consciousness by ongoing rhetorical

interaction. In the process of reality maintenance, conversation is of

primary importance. In conversation, reality maintenance is usually implicit

rather than explicit. Thus, "an exchange such as, it's time for me

to get to the station,' and 'Fine, darling, have a good,day at the office'

implies an entire world Within which 'thes e-apparently -simple propositions

maks sense. By virtue of this implication, the exchange confirms the

fitubjective reality of this world."25 The confirmation of sUbjective,

reality by the implication of conversation is possible only insofar as

the statement is underStood and interpreted in.terms of the universe of
\

discourse WhiCh the' individual had previously internalized. It is only

within the broader.universe of discourae that implications from statements

nay be drawn. 10



Another factor involved in reality maintenance is that-a loss of

faith in prevailing reality constructLans without the development of an

alternative leaves the individual "lost, at loose ends, without orienta-

tion.
026

One's universe of discourse.structures social reality and on the

boundry on this rhetorical structure is confusion and meaninglessness.

One who has lost faith in his universe of discourse cannot be secure in

his knowledge of self or others. The "world" is"no longer meaningful.

Yet, man strives to find meaning to order his life activities. And a lack

of faith in any symbolic oonstruction of reality is a causative factor in

-psychological disorder.
27

Hypothetically even if such a tott...1 loss of

faith occurs the individual will still utilize the prevailing universe of

discourse in his social interactions. Put simply, mere loss of faith

provides no alternative universes to direct action. Thus, even the disen-

chanted and alienated do not immediately threaten.the symbolic universe

of a society. As long as they act in terms of prevailing reality con-

structions, they sustain the system. However, they provide fertile grounds

for those rhetoricians who coald'provide developed a]ternative constructions.

In general, the symbolic universe is self-maintaining due to its domination

of rhetorical communications within the society.

Iv

Despite the relative stability of social reality due to the processes

of reality maintenance, it is possible to rhetorically reconstruct and,

thus, transform social reality. The symbol producing capacities of the

-9-



human mind which make possible the initial construction of social reality

also make possible its reconstruction. The reconstruction of social

real#y involves changes in the prevailing universe of discourse. There

are a number of types of change which are possible. The type of change

which seems most frequent is the expansion of the size and structur, of

the universe of discourze. In virtually all areas of human knowledzs, the

sub-universes of discourse are expanding as new and more detailed con-

structions are developed and communicated. Generally, these sub-universes

are prevailing only within certain academic disciplines,and only small

portions of these sub-universes filter into the generally shared universe

of discourse of the society. Nonetheless, even if this expansion of the

prevailing universe provides for the further general expansion, should the

society seek to incorporate greater segments from a sub7universe. Any

meMber of the society may learn the more detailed syMbols:and structure

of a sub-universe of discourse. After all the "social learning process,

while,slow in the young infaat beccmes extremely rapid . . .'a normal

alert person can learn over a hunered new meanings within the space of an

hour."28

Other Changes in the universe of discourse involve more fund4mental

changes in vocabulary and pattern. These changes tend to occur in response

to "problems." Generally, the universe of discourse is simply taken for

granted until a problem occurs which cannot be solved by it. When this

occurs, the existence of the problem may generate the construction of a

new symbolic solution which alters the universe of discourse. This will

12
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depend on the significance of the problem.. Significant problems may

produce reality shocks. Re-,' , related to reality construction

in thats

Sometimes the rea.L.A. ,Jw?ok may be extremely threaten-
ing. One is. compelled, at least momentarily, to adopt:a
stance of utter doubt toward,the natUral attitude.and toward
natural reality. In fact,i:Teality may collapse, and it mat
then be-reconstructed in a'*metimes frantic Search for an
'appropriate new perspactive.47

\

Such a severe reality, shock represents\a crisis in Which we experience
-

the boundaries or paradoxes of-our universe of diecourse. Reality shocks

may affect only a portion *of the universe of discourse and require only the
-

addition oa qualifiefr r. Thus, a society in which the prevailing universe

of discourse states that "one should not engage in vielence" may add the .

qualification of "except in eelf-defence" i4 it finds itself,surrounded by

aggressive societies.

Another type of change is one in the interpretattaa of a term, thatN
is its place and relationship to other terns in the universe of discaarse.

ChangeNf interpretation means that a term is redefined and linked tO

different terms than at some previous moment.' Such.e`Change will be

illustrated witha consideration of tIle U.S. Constitution.

The illuitration alsop vides an example of the potential of this

philosophy of rhetorieto incrporate traditional rhetorical concerns and

draw, More_axplicit relatiaShipe to soial-realiiY. That diversity of

interpretation doncerning the,COnstitution has existed, is a historica/

commonplace. Xat,4a, key "victore for a' particula interpretation occurred-

/

with the passage of,the.Ravenue Collection Bill of 1833. The ash between

two interpretations involved a variety of speakers and issues. Rut the

v.&



most basip issue was a definition of the Constitution itself. .Did the .

Constitution form a compact between_the Statea or a consolidated government

created bi_lhe people? This wes the focal point of the controversy.

Logically dependent upon it wa6 the cc. tutional status of the.doctrirs

of nullification and secession: Johl./ calhoun and Daniel Webster were

the primary antagonists on this issue. Historian Charles M. Wiltse indicates
/

that:

Calhoun based his case on the meaning of the Constitution for

those who wrote and ratified it and, in these termsl'his argument

was basically sound, even thoUgh nullification itself was drawn

fram a Jeffersonian gloss rather than the literal text of the

Jinstrument.. But.Webster's interpretation was the only one
compatible with the existence of a great nqcional 'state, in a.
world everyday growing more nationalistic?'

Though Calhoun,is generally conceded to have won the arguments, he did not

win the votes. .The Revenue. Collection Bill was passed,-and Calhoun_s

interpretation suffered its first serious legislatiVe .defeat. _It was
_ .

A

Webster's interpretation which prevailed, which was consentually validated ,

and Which threatened to defend itself by force. Calhoun recognized the

effect of the-Passage of the bill in stating:

It would be idle to attempt to disguise that the bill will be
a practical assertion of one theory.of the Constitution_against,
another--the theory advocated by the supporters of the bill that
ours is a consolidated government, in which the states have no
rights, and in which,/in fact, thei bear the same relation as
the counties do to the State; and against that view of the
Constitution which donsiders it as a compact forwd by the
States and not between the individual citizens."'

Though the Revenue Collection Bill passed and with it the consolidated

government interpretation beclMe "official," Calhoun's interpretation of

the Constitution did not die./ ,

14



Throughout the Southern States it remained the dominant interpretation,

In the North and West, the "official" interpretation prevailed. The

existence of these divergent and partially contradictory interpretations

of the COnstitution 4---licated"disunity withinthe society. Each interpre-

tation congeal(' . ality in its own right which, by its very

existence within lety, challenges the reality status of the other."32

In the ease where one universe is officially &motioned as was the-case-with

Webster's interpretation following-the passageof the:Revenue ColleCtion

Bill the alternative construction constitute6.a threat to "the institutional

order legitimated by the . . 'Official' definition of rea1ity."33 When

k

two competing universes cannot beomne integrated via continuing negotiation,

the proponents. of either universe may attempt to force the proponents fc

the other to act according to the dictates of their definition_of reality.

The Revenue Collection Bill provided

authorized the use of military force

nullify a Federal law. The Southern

calling it the Force Bill.- Yet, the

compliance of South Carolina, who at

for the use of such force. It

against any State attempting to

political leaders derogated the bill by

threat of force sacceeded in gaining the

the time, was the only Southern State

openly threatening defiance. Note that South-Carolina and the South, in

general, did not endoree or accept the consolidation theory, but complied

to avoid violence. Eventually, the South unified creating their own

Theseparate government constituted:as a com act between'the states.

objective r alities thus created, destroyed the institutional order

dictated by the official universe of discoursepand the resUlting conflict

was resolved by force. Tne objective aspects .orthe 'new"-reality (the

-33-
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government, Army, currency, flags) were destroyed, and the official reality

reestablished after a period aptly termed the Reconstruction.

A final source of reality reconstruction is due to the systematic

character of a universe of discourse. As a system, it is not entirely

stable, and eh-- in any sector of the s-qtem may facilitate or produce

, the system. For exa..,ole, the Protestant Reformation

had ramifications that were political and economic, as well as religious.

Thus,

In the first Protestant societies--England:Scandinavia, the
A

. Netherlands and-later in the United States--perhaps even before
'the full development of a hew motivational orientation, the
central symbolic and politiCal sphere and the basic relations
between the political and social spheres were transformed
through the incorporation of Protestant values and symbols.

. This not Only.reinforced the existing autoncmy of these spheres,
butcreatednewbasesofpoliticalobligations and, mc=e flexible
political institutions.34

And prc_Aumably frcm this 7reater flexibility, iernization in econcalc

'and il/.1,..stria1 sectors was facilitated.

-hat a successilal.rhetorical movement,ma .lave significant ramifica-

-tions beyond its intended-parameters, is not predicted nor ekplained in

either.classical or other comtemporary rhetorical. theorisS. Therefore-,
\

the perspeative, of rhetOric as.reality donstruction makeS a.unique
)

theoretical contribution in proViding that such change ay,be accounted

for due to thesystemic interactions, within a universe ,h)f diScourse. The

perspec`dve raises new-andz.challenging-questions for ke Criticand theOrist

in dermining the complexity,-interdependency, organization andgrowth

0

potential of a universe of discourse, or the constraints provided by a

universe of discourse in causing susceptibility or,resistance to persuasion

in a particular rhetorical situation."-The speoifiCation of relations within

-14-'
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a universe of discourse or criticism illustrating the operatiOns of those

relations would significantly advance air understanding and might profitably

occupy several generations of sohelars. Moreover, laboratory and naturalistic

exporimentation could contribute through executing''designs utilizing additional

end dependent measuresllot directly related te the'issue of-a persuasive

message and. attempting to discover eencurrent Changes in attitude, belief

or opinion.

Kenneth Burke suggest that -"even in the gbett possible of worlds,'

.. the need Tor symbolic tinkering would continue."35 This'need 'for reality

. .

reconstractiOn occurs because-of the inherent imperfectiOn of-the empirical

manifestations oZ. syMboli= conStructions, to the effects of historical

progressr_ incf..dent or accident.

Though lanuage and the prevailing universe .of discourse tend to

channel the thought process within,a society, it L., postible to think new

thoughts, -to crte new sirmbols and-through comMunicationi-to'share these

inventicnn le "new" may be a reordering of the old. The "new" is not'

the norr 1re vocabulad of any developecUlanguage_prOvides opportunities

for vocab, relationships far beyond the rqlativeli.few coMbinations

- evident i ) prevailing universe of-di.i2surse. New combt.aations provide-
.:

:-
new'verbai .,,quL ions for human thoughtand action. Though language and

the preva.. in2 universe of discoursetend to conStrain thought; theyT

do not preclude the creative acts of rhetorical vision. As Robert Kennedy

quoting Shaw rc -,:atedly expressed it("Scme mea see things as they are

and ask why, r dream of things thai never were and.ask why not.",
1

V

In g1mma:7- this essay:has attempted to provide a,preliminaryanalytic

17 1-



development oi a "new" philosophy of rhetoric which focuses its concern

on social reality. Processes involved in the creation, maintenance and

reconstruction of social reality were discussed. The philosophy of rhetoric

as reality construction offers a rich new perspective for research in the

:field. 'It encompasses the traditional concerns of.the field-, recognizes

the validity,of Conceptual and empiricalresearch and provides a trans-

\
cendent perspective which may emerge as the new paradigm for research in_

\

the diScipline.\
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1The 'reader la encouraged to draw a.tharp.distinction between ...-. . .
:!.. !...

.ptlysical and secial reality. Physical reality is material and exists.
inde .ndently of human symbolization. Social reality is symbolic.

. ..(thoug it may have empirical manifestations, it. is-not ln.essente
meter& l) and.cannot exist independent of ongoing human symbolic -.
interac ion..

.

Alle. scope of rhetorical..study sanctioned by this:perIpeetlVe ',..5'
. broader !than that or.theclaSsical, teo-Aristotelin

, 9 lly,

'.. rhetoridal traditions. In defense ,or,thib broader spope it shoulc.oa
.,

-noted that tIlis perspective-encompasses traditional Oncerns approximates
.

`the actual Scope of.current researchwithin.the field4n a facUs wliich
,. only recehtly.has begun to emerge, (see Lloyd- Bitzer. liTbe Blibtorill-

. .. .

.Situation." Pia_losalIdRhetoric,..(January1968), 1*., 'David X. Berg.
"Rhetoric, Reality.and Mass Media..0. QJS.:(October 1972),\W=.263., Ernest

*:-.G. tormann.,4iTantasY and Rhetorical Visionv'The Rhetorical Criticism
:of Soc1.alReality0 1.1. (December, 1972), 396-407., and Stanley Deetz...

.

uWordejwithout Things: Toward-a Social Phenomenology,oftanguage.!' 2,21&;.:,..
'(FebTuary. :1973), 40-51.),:and.is. analytically necesSary.te'explain the

...---
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